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China 3 Biryani HOUSE

VIP Shop & Dine 4Less Card Offer: 20% Off Entire Check

At China 3 Biryani HOUSE, we strive to offer most authentic Chinese and Pakistani Halal
Cuisines available to our customers local and from a far. Our Chefs use Zabiha hand-cut
selection of meat and chicken in all of dishes, while using the freshest vegetables and
ingredients available. Our commitment of ensuring impeccable level of cleanliness and strive
to provide timely and respectable service should be used a standard for others to imitate.
While the menu offers traditional Chinese dishes, our Chefs have customized some of dishes
to satisfy a Pakistani Palette. Since our dishes are freshly made to order, your specific dietary
restriction needs can be met.
We are extremely proud of our Tandoor menu. Our chefs have earned high praise for their
Kabobs and Naans. The freshly made Charga is a sure crowd favorite along with specialty
dishes that are created just to remind you of home and bring back memories.
When you enter China 3 you will appreciate our use of brighter lighting, cleanliness, table
settings and offering of a Children’s menu. Moms and Dads truly appreciate the family friendly
environment.
Please take a moment and browse our menu to see our eclectic selection of both cuisines and
feel confident that this is the place to please all of your individual family members cravings
and taste buds.
We at China 3 are here to make your dining out experience, delicious, healthy and most of all
flavorful intriguing dishes. Don’t forget to try our exclusive flavors of Kulfi (Chocolate Toffee
Crunch, Cookie Crunch …)
Our experienced Chefs aim to keep their offerings intriguing and up to date, please stop by
regularly to taste the newly added items.
We look forward to serving your Halal dining out and catering needs for you and your family.
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